Report vegetation damage or suspicious
activity!
Step 1
Record information:
• location
• address
• photos of person and or vehicle details

Help protect
vegetation
along Perth’s
foreshores

Step 2

Perth has valuable community bushland reserves and trees which
thousands of residents benefit from daily. Unfortunately there
have been reported incidents where trees have been removed for
aesthetic reasons to enhance water views. The community values
trees for many reasons. Vegetation prevents erosion, provides vital
native animal habitat and offers shade.

Native trees are being killed to enhance water
views
Every case of tree vandalism costs the community. Depending
on the severity of the case, the cost can be more than $8000 for
investigation, signage, replacement and remediation. In some
cases Parks and Wildlife will erect a vegetation damage sign near
the affected foreshore site to alert the public to a major act of
tree vandalism and to help deter offenders from causing further
damage. The sign is left in place for approximately two years, and
only removed if there are no further incidents of vegetation damage
in the location. This initiative has led to a 70 per cent decrease in
vegetation damage incidents since the signs were introduced
in 2007.

To learn more about protecting your foreshores and
vegetation visit www.riverguardians.com

Vegetation damage is illegal. Help us stop it.
Reporting vegetation damage is treated confidentially and will
be acted on immediately. Motivation for deliberate damage
is usually related to maintaining or gaining a ‘view’. Under WA
legislation landowners do not have a right to views.
Under regulation 21 of the Swan and Canning Rivers Management
Regulations 2007, “a person must not, unless the person has
a permit to do so, destroy, pull up, cut back or injure any
tree, shrub, aquatic plant or other perennial plant that is in
the Riverpark or Development Control Area”. Breaches of this
regulation can result in a maximum penalty of $5000 per offence.
Related policies and legislation are available on the Department
of Parks and Wildlife website www.dpaw.wa.gov.au

*Brochure text adapted from North Sydney Council’s Trees Shouldn’t Die For A
View brochure.
Photos – Gary Tate, Mark Thornley, Matt Klecskowski, Barbara Knott, Reg Reid and
Megan Lewis.
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Help stop tree vandalism

Report information:
To report foreshore vegetation damage contact Department
of Parks and Wildlife, Swan Region Riverpark Unit
Phone: (08) 9278 0981 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
or 0419 192 845 out of office hours.

Trees and vegetation along Perth’s Swan
Canning Riverpark foreshores may affect
views and in some cases have become targets
for vegetation damage.
What does vegetation damage look like?
Poisoning
Tree poisoning
with copper
pipe.

Snapped
Deliberately
snapped limbs
on a foreshore
tree.

Vegetation damage is defined as ‘the unlawful destruction, damage
or injury to trees and vegetation on community and private land.
Examples include poisoning, mowing, pruning, removal and
ringbarking’.

Where and when does vegetation damage
happen?
Vegetation damage can also occur when there is a perceived
bushfire risk or when leaves are dropping into swimming pools.
Trees are often vandalised after dark, so unless you hear sawing or
chainsaws, detection of illegal activity – such as poisoning – may not
be apparent until after a few days or even weeks.
Vegetation damage can happen at any time and immediate
reporting is ideal.

Trees and views
can co-exist
What is so valuable about a tree?
P	Cool the city – shade lowers local temperatures of hard
surfaces by 3-5ºC, also reducing evaporation from the soil
P Reduce erosion and help stabilise foreshores

Cut down
Vegetation
damage
inflicted with a
chainsaw or axe.

P Improve our air quality and health by producing oxygen
P	Enhance liveability – trees create wind breaks along
foreshore and in dense urban areas
P	Reduce air pollution – trees intercept and filter harmful
gas and airborne particle pollution, such as car fumes
P	Improve water quality – by slowing and filtering runoff
before it enters drains and the rivers, reducing soil erosion

Ringbarked
A ringbark scar
left from tree
vandals.

P	Absorb carbon dioxide – taking away some of the
excessive amounts contributing to climate change
P	Provide vital habitat for insects, birds and other native
wildlife
These values to our community increase as the canopy
increases. These benefits are incrementally reduced with
every healthy tree killed.

